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ODDS OVER ACTION

FOR LEGAL FEES

FROM FAILED STUDENT SUIT
By Greg Ferguson

and Dean Park

School keep 80 percent of its tuition
money. The pro se claim, brought before
Judge Frederick Dorsey in D.C. Superior Court as a class action suit, was dismissed on October 30,1995. However,
the legal wrangling continues.
Overthe objectionsof'Ju law school
faculty members, the University is seeking more than $10,000 in legal fees and
costs from Pare and his co-plaintiff
Stephen Garvin. Rebecca Lennon, the
third original plaintiff, was dropped from
the suit in August 1995 because she
missed a hearing.
The University Seeks Fees.
Before the case was dismissed, the
plaintiffs withdrew their motion for class
certification because they had moved
out of the area and could not find local
" , See LEGAL FEES page 6.

As the University seeks fees and
costs from the student-plaintiffs
in

Garvin, et al. v. The George Washington
University, the most contentious debate
may not be in the courtroom, but in the
mail between the _Law School faculty
and University President Stephen Joel
.Trachtenberg. -"The factthattheysoughtfeesdidn't
surprise me." Says John Pare. "It'stypical of the way they do business. The
University wants to do everything they
can to stop students from doing anything
contrary to the administration's wishes."
.
Pare, a 1995 graduate of the Law
School,' is one of three former students
who sued the University ill a failed at-:',«»ternpttoforce GWU into letting t~e ~w,:__

EJFAnnounces Pledge Drive
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. by Debbie Feinstein and Kathy Ochroch
This spring, GW law students will be given the opportunity to pledge support.to
fellow students who work in the public interest. This project, sponsored by the Equal
Justice Foundation, is an'attempt to add additional funds to the money raised by EJF's
annual Spring Auction (this year, March 28th), and will be used to provide public interest
grants.
_
Last year, EJF awarded six $2300 grants. This year, with the contributions of many
more students to the pledge drive, EJF hopes to make public interest legal work a viable
option for more of our classmates.
The EJF pledge drive begins today. EJF asks each student with a paying summer
job to donate one day of their summer income. EJF also asks any graduating student to
contribute 1% of their first-year salary. In addition, many employers will match student
contributions, and therefore, a contributor gets "more bang for their buck."
Student support ofthis kind is increasing in popularity. Other law schools, including
Georgetown and the University of Michigan, raise thousands of dollars each year this
way ..·This year, GW hopes to join the ranks of these successful programs through this
inaugural student-funded fellowship .
Student contributions benefit not only the individual who receives the grant, but also
the public interest organizations which lack the funding to pay for legal assistance. EJF .
hopes that this endeavor, in combination with the auction, will make the 1996 EJF
Summer Grant program the most successful ever. To pledge, look for the green EJF
pledge commitment forms distributed in every folder today. For more information,
please contact-Debbie Feinstein (2L), Dawn Friedkin (2L), Sharri Horowitz (3L), Russ
Jacobs (2L), Kathy Ochroch (2L), or Tom Rosen (2L).
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Congratulations
to the following
students on their election
to The
Advocate's editorial board for the 1996. 1997 school year:
Greg Ferguson, Editor in Chief; Ari
, Kaplan, Managing Editor; Julie Axelrod,

Business Manager; Alberto RiveraFournier, News Editor; H. Otis Bilodeau,
Associate News Editor; Brian Coleman,
Features Editor; Shazmah Hakim, Commentary Editor.

Clinical
Scholarship
Available
Looking for 2L with
public interest and clinic
experience:
The Community Legal Clinics is
now accepting applications from current second-year students interested in
applying for the Jacob and Charlotte
Lehrman Foundation scholarship for
the Clinic's student director position.
Under the terms of the scholarship,
approximately one-half annual tuition
for. the third year is awarded to a
student who has demonstrated a commitment to public interest law and has
performed well in any of the National
Law Center's clinical courses.
The recipient ofthe award will act
in an administrative role as the Clinic's
student director for the 1996-97 academic year, as well as participate in
the Civil and Family Litigation Clinic
(Law 624), Federal and Appellate
Clinic, (Law 625), or Vaccine Injury
Project (Law 626). Interested students
should prepare a brief (one or two
page) statement describing their interest in public interest law and whatever
relevant Clinic or other experience
they might possess in litigation, case
management, or other legal experience. Qualified students demonstrating a financial need will be. given
priority consideration .. '
Applicant statements as well as a
current resume, should be directed to
Dean Eric Sirulnik, c/o Community
Legal Clinics, 2000 G Street N.W.,
Suite 200 and must be received by
March 29th for consideration. Dean
Sirulnik and his clinical staff will interview applicants and reach a decision by April Sth.
See SCHOLARSHIP page 3.
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'. Federalist Society Responds to
.Job Search Introspection:
Where to place the blame. '
..

,.

.. Yo~ ~ow - the:job search 'blows, and it's a totalnightmare,
but stop whining about it..
Maybe law students do too much complaining and not enough
hustling. We work so hard we feel employers owe us a job that
interests us.pays

well,and

offers reasonable

hours.

Then, when

"Close-minded" Accusations
To the Editor:
The recent discussions of homophobia throughout the Law School have led to a number

. of statements and allegations being made. In the last edition of The Advocate, a letter to the
editor from John Smith was published. Within his letter, Mr. Smith infers that The Federalist
Society and its members think it "unconscionable that political outsiders voice their opinion
by posting lists of grievances in public places." Because of this and other statements made or
related to me, I believe a response is warranted.
The Federalist Society is a group of conservatives and libertarians. These individuals are
concerned with the state of the law, the legal system, the legal profession and legal education.
Most pertinent here, the Society believes that the state exists to preserve freedom and places
a premium on individual liberty. Freedom and liberty presuppose the right of individuals to
not only post lists of grievances in public places, but to live their lives in the manner they wish
long as that lifestyle does not extend to a level whereby itinterferes with another's chosen
lifestyle. I have no way of knowing if the statements were made by a member of The Federalist
' Society but urge that the beliefs held by a group or organization can never be judged by any
of its members. Further, I respect that individual's right to make those statements in the
same manner I respect the right of Mr. Smith to respond.

we face reality, we get pissed offand blame the GDO, or the school, .
or the system. .
.
. ,.
",
..
Granted, .the CD9· could' bea better resource center. They
suggestlooking
nationwide for jobs and then charge us for long
distance faxes and phone. calls, 'They tout the fall' interviewing
program as the greatest thing since sliced bread then admit it's So
waste of time for the majority of'participants.,
But, they do offer'
cabinets filled with information and shelves lined with booksfor,
.
. k
,one
our use. The. ey is to.take advantage ofwhatthey
have and stop
"
crying about. what they' do not.'
'
,
.
.I agree wholeheartedly with Mr. Smith and the vast majority of the law school community
,
Law students are generally bright,
,.'
.
that tolerance, respect, and dignityare not much to ask of your fellow classmates. However,
motivated, and energetic. As a profes~
this does not mean that mandatory sensitivity training is proper. The very tolerance, respect,
sion, lawyers: are feared, respected,'
,
and dignity that we must extend to the homosexual members of the student bod y must also apply
and influential; Why is it so difficult
tothe classmates who disagree with their lifestyle choice. This is liberty. This is freedom.
to get from point A'to point B? A lot
This is free speech. And, this is what many of us witnessed at the SBA roundtable on
probably has to do with people getting
homophobia. This open-door forum, not mandatory sensitivity training, is what is needed,
their egos ,through the process. We have been convinced we. are' In conclusion, discussion is an appropriate response to many problems -. In contrast to the
superior. prospects .and.....
Jhat we have a- m.ar~e~bl~t.~~.J.L.. :~'elb~,
. way Mr. Smith portrays The Federalist Society, we have gone to great efforts to present debates .'.
.
,
";;;;~,I'>(not conservative-lecturesbut.debates
featuring advocates from both sides of an issue) ona
.. i
However, nobody ever said it was going to be easy. It probably.
.n.
number of topics: environmental law, abortion, t4ee$tablislunent~l;1uSe,the'u~,qfaYOuc;hei'~~-::::
;:~was not easy.for them, and there is no reason they; sho\11d}nakei~,;:system
in public schools, welfare reformandan upcoming debate, co-sponsored with BL$A,
easy for us. It is a vicious cycle, but its one we 'have to live with ,.
.. on racism •. Our group is trying to foster discussion and explore the issues without forcingour,
until we are able to change it.,
,,':.
beliefs on any memberofthe law school community. If'anymembers of the G.W. community
. There is no question that theprocesaitself'lacks
dlgnity.: Last.
. wish to arrange a debate on this issue, or simply discuss it in private, I encourage them to contact
month-a-friend and Tboth sent letters to a firm advertising for a
me.
summer law clerk He followed up and was greeted.with interest.
"Brian MConnelly, 3L
and~friendIy,words of'encouragement
from the hirifig~ttom:ey.
1,

a
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on the other.-hand,.<;ould not get past, the ~1~::p;owerflJl.secretarial "
shield., Each'timel"called,
the hiring attorney was 'ina meeting
~out tif.~.!screw'her! ,'In tlie end; we both didnotg~t thejob and were"·
back where w~starte(f
~;;
; ["
"".';,~:
::<>'

or.

~veryone has a tip on finding a job during the, yeart. over. the
:'Sl.llnmer, or permanently.
itere~s my tip -take the whole process'
a little less seriously. Write your cover letters in crayon, call firms
that' have rejected
arid request an explanation,ask
odd questions in ititervi~ws. 'Instead of allowing thejob s.earch to welu:you
dOwn~;,iedefine_the rules6f the game; , .;
': ..'.'
:.....
'"
lam not suggesting you be disrespectful
phOne:
Wear.
", ripp~d jeans to an interview,~ ~I al11'saying,. think aooutwhat. t~e .
message is you are trying to convey. Look long and.hard for, the:
kind of job you want and get it. Read, call, talk"and ask; that's the ..
only way. Listen to advice but follow your own instincts because
at this point, anything~'is:hetter
than mass mailings and rude
secretaries.
Perhaps if\\te',spent a little more·time searching,.we··,
would
find: .more
than just~ someone to bliune.
:..
. ..

you

'on the.

-
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,
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Ari Kaplan
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expressed herein (/0 not necessarily reflect the views oj771eGeorge Washington
QniversiJyIAwSchooi.: /lous'eEditorials represent the views of a majority ofTheAdvocate .
&iitoriaIBoard.Any persen' objecting to vieWsexpressed in /louse Editorials are invited
to expre#iheiropinio~~.i~.~ ~e!terto;ihe editor. Editorial Po/idesofl1/eAdvocate are
availaPlefirinsp~c.tiQ" bypny'person c!uringnormal business hours.. ' '.'
(," J'j~

~~,~;~:ti;-~~:F~{:~J~:~?~::~§{:~sf.,:.,~:;:7~;~~;~:~~~;~;1~::
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President, G.W. Chapter of The Federalist Society·.

"TenureProcess Needs Revision
To the Editor:-'
On Friday, February16, 1996, Angela Jordan Davis was deriied an opportunity to become
a tenure-track prOfessor at G. W. LawSchooI. An expressed concern about her candidacy was
her lack of scholarly publications. Since a two-thirds majority ofthe faculty's vote is needed
for approval, a minority of the faculty could have blocked this appointment. I would like to
,express my disappointment about this particular appointment (or lack thereot) as it relates to
the larger issue. of the continuing rigidity of the faculty hiring criteria and it~ impact on law
school education at G.W.
.
First, I realize and agree that each offer that is made to a tenure-track candidate is a precious
pne. I also agree that we should apply high standards when assessing candidates in orderto hire
':. ~'stars." With twelve. years at the D.C. Public Defender's office (three of which were spent as
the head of that office~ ...one whichis arguably the best PD service in the country), and another
.'., year as Executiv~ Director of the Rainbow Coalition, a forthcoming book review of Michael
:" Tc;mry's Malign Neglect to
published in the Michigan Law Review, appearances on national
.' . panels that span two pages ()f her resume, teaching experience in criminal law and trialadvocacy-related courses at Harvard, Georgetown, George Washington, and American, letters
of reference from federal appellate and district court judges, Harvard law professors, U.S,
Attorney Eric Holder, and glowing reports from students, how much more brightly should Ms.
Davis have shined to be worthy of consideration?
'.
.Qo letters ofrefere~ce have' no predictive value respecting legal scholarship? What about
twelve years of practiCal experience in criminal law? How many other faculty members have
such extensive experience in this field? Ms. Davis would have produced scholarship in an
important area:. the ~~ectS~fraceaDd class in criminaljustice. Who else will write about these

be

:<;-~}; ~-~, ~,\";' -\'~.

-~--, ......
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See TENURE page 3.
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Nicole Ettinger
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Ari Kaplan

Staff Writers: Julie Axelrod. Jay
Ferguson. Theresa Fuentes. Michael Kaplan.
Craig D. Miller. Alberto Rivera-Fournier, Sal
Siino, Dehlia Umunna

The Advocate ispublished bi-weekly by the students
of'The George Washington University National LawCenter, Its office is located in the basement at 2008 G street,
Washington D.C. N.W., 20052,(202) 676-3879.
.Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
the views of The George Washington University National
Law Center or The Advocate. Editorials represent the
views of a majority of tbe Editorial Board. Opinion
columns are reflective of the views of the column's
author(s). In articles, the source of information is identified, and an attempt is made to present a balanced view. In
letters.the veracity of statements is strictly the responsibility of the author(s).
The Advocate will consider for publication all articles, letters, announcements, cartoons or opinion pieces
submitted by 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday before publication. All contributions
must be submitted
In
WordPerfect, on • dlskette, which will be returned approximately one week after publication. Leiters should be
no longer than SOOwords and othersubmissions should be
no longer than 1000 words. The Advocate strives to treat
all submissions in a fair and uniform manner. However,
due to space constraints, submissions may be omitted and
The Advocate will make reasonable efforts to print them in
a later issue. Its editorial policies are available for inspection by any person during nomial business hours.

Advertise in The Advocate
.:;-Thefollowing are applicable to the
1995-1996 academic year; .They represent the
price infull, including the 6 percent District
of Columbia sales tax, due to The Advocate.
1/8 page (6.5" x 2.25") = $50
1/4 page (6.5" x4's") = $85
1/2 page (6.5" x 10") = $150
full page normal (13" x 10") = $250
full page back (13"x 10")= $275
Savings of up to 20 percent may be
obtained by taking advantage of The
Advocate's special discount offers. A 10
percent discount may be obtained for
advertising orders which are paid prior to
publication. In addition, another 10 percent
discount.is offered for orders placed in four
or more issues. If you have any questions'
concerning the advertising policies of The
Advocate, please contact Business Manager
Jessica Dingfelder at (202) 676-3879. The
Advocate office is located at 2008.G Street,
N.W., Washington: D.C. 20052.

Spring Semester

1996*

Publication Schedule
January22 .
February 5
February 19
March 4
March 25
April I
AprilS
• Publication Schedule subject to
change without notice.

Monday, March the 4th, 1996., Pagel

TENURE from page 2.
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issues from such a rich background?'
ship, andlorpersonal financial concerns.
Having the sensational Paul Butler
There is absolutely no basis for the arguhere isnot enough.
ment that a person who has taken the
Hiding behind the faculty's acpractice of law seriously, gaining the
tion is the notion that spending over a
respect of the judiciary and legal scholdecade actually practicing the law diars, would not be a superb academician.
vorcesonefrom criricalthinking about
From a student's perspective, the
the law or from re-conceprualizing the
importance of a balanced faculty cannot
law. Or perhaps it is the notion that
be overstated.
Balance of experience
practicing criminal law is work too
(practice or otherwise), areas of scholdirty.to produce academicians. Morearly interest, areas of legal expertise,
over, the absence of publications is not
balance of gender, race/ethnicity, reliequivalent to lack of ability to publish
gion, sexual orientation, and idealogy is
thought-provoking
scholarly work.
essentialtotheleamingprocess.Itseems
Whatever
the premise(s)
of the
that if
law school's objective is to
faculty's actions, all of these notions
provide students with a quality educaare wrong -.The reinforcement of these
tion, then the need for a balanced faculty
notions through faculty hiring deciis vital.
sions is a problem, which must be
I am by no means attempting to
addressed.
convey that scholarship is not an imporUnfortunately, the faculty'sac- .
tant and integral factor in providing a
tion regarding Ms. Davis reflects
qualitylegaleducationandnecessaryfor·
poorly upon G.W., for it continues to
maintaining the law school's prestige.
send a message that this institution has
However, I stronglydoubt that the cura narrow view of legal education and
rent hiring standard is. the appropriate
law faculties. Although only a minorone to achieve either or both of these
ity offaculty members may share this
objectives.
..
view, the faculty's actions are made as
A few faculty members have also
a body and are therefore perceived as "
expressed to students that the presentathe positions of that body. It seems
tion made by students in favor of Ms:
that an absurd standard has been set for
Davis's appointment (instead ofthe usual
candidates whose first career choice is
' presentation by one student per candito become a practicing attorney. This
date, three students spoke at the faculty
is particularly sad because the choice , " meetingregardingthisappoinunent)may
.to enter practice may be driven by a
have been detrimental to Ms. Davis. It is
<commitment to representing clients
offensive that faculty members may be..>"
and instituting positive. change, a
lieve that students' expressionofsupport
beliefin the value of practice as a
of this candidate was somehow inapproprerequisite to teaching and scholarpriate or unjustified. Surely, there is no

professor here with whom all students
- are completely satisfied in terms ofhis or
her class perfonnance.
Nevertheless,
when a professorreceives the widespread
and unsolicited support that Ms. Davis
did, Why would students report other- .
wise?
. Angela Jordan Davis has a valuable
contribution to make as a legal academician. The fact that she will not make that
contribution here is very sad. It is a loss
for the faculty, the students, and this
institution. I do thank and applaud the
faculty members who supported Ms.
Davis. However, Inow ask them to be
more active and more vocal about addressing students' concern that the practice oflaw is considered insignificant to-or even contrary to-a successful career
as a fine legal scholar and teacher.
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Kim Anglin, 3L

.WASIDNGTON'S ONLY
REAL LEGAL DELI
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2)A message from this year's
because I learna tremendous amount
Student Director - Liz Callahan.
.
about the practical aspects of the law,
and equal, for I am treated as another ;,
The most satisfying experience
of my law school career has been
director by the professors.
.
I am also involved with the students' . ,
working as student director at our
legal clinics. As student director, I ' .
who take the clinics as courseworkI
not only work closely with exceplisten to their. concerns, answer their;
tionallaw professors who direct the
questions; and assist them in working on
clinics, but I also learn alongside the
their cases. I speak to the students and
clinic students, as we all work towrite them memos on topics such as
gether to make a valuable contribuoffice hours, how to make referrals, what
tion to our community - providing
their responsibilities are, and how to fill
legal representation to those who canout forms, I serve as a resource person,
not afford it.
linking the students to the support staff,
My work as student director cenoutside agencies.and
their clients and .
ters around the calls that come into
professors.
the clinics by people who are strugI would recommend the position of .
gling with serious problems such as
student director to law students who are
custody battles, public assistance cutinterested in serving their community
offs, will revisions, domestic vioand law school, who can juggle many
lence, small claims actions, and housresponsibilities at one time, and who can
ingdisputes. Myroleistosiftthrough
. devote the required time and energy to a
. these calls, make referrals and recposition that will become the highlight
ommendations to the callers, and then
of their law school career.
present the calls that I consider to be
Any interested law student should
potential clients to the professors at .
feel free to stop by the clinics, or to give
our weekly meeting. In these meet. meacall,iftheyhaveanyquestions.
My
ings I play the dual roles of student,
phone numberatthe clinics is 994-0315. - •.•.._.

Washington Deli
.Esplanade Shops
1990 K Street,N.W.
331-3344 .

Offer is. Valid With Coupon
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
One Coupon Per Order
Expires March 25; 1996
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LAW SCHOOL ,NEWS

Law StudentsIn Court
Needs Your
Support.

SBANews:
New officers announced
By Ed Mullin
Over the next year, I hope to use this
space to keep you ali informed of upcoming SBA activities and issues that
affect all law students. In addition, it is
my goal to maintain communication
through the SBA Bulletin Board on the
first floor and monthly SBA Newsletters.
First of all, I would like to congratulate the winners of the recent SBA elections: Robin Runge (VP-Day); Paul
Hannah (VP-evening); Mike Higgs, Scott
Johnson, Michelle Perry, and Dave Stine
(3L Reps.); Brian King, 'Ed Polk, Michelle Selig, and Mike Stroud (2L Reps.);
and, Jennifer Kane (2L-evening Rep.).
In addition, Andrew Rosenstein (Treasurer), Dirk Peters (I;..L.M. Rep.) and
Juan Madrid (3L-evening Rep.) have
been appointed to the Board.
, Homophobia Runs Rampant at GW
Law? Thanks to Elizabeth Cronise, Cathy
Harris, Heather McCabe, and Kim Anglin
for organizing this forum and to Professors Cheh, Ridder, and Schaffuer for
speaking. The forum was attended by a
good number of students, faculty, and
deans. Thanks to all for attending to
express your viewpoints.
Dean Friedenthal began the forum
by announcing the creation of a Law '
School Committee on Incidents of Dis-

crimination or Harassment. Professors
Paul Butler, Carol Izumi, Joshua
Schwartz, and Joan Schaffner, and Professorial Lecturer Stephanie Ridder will
serve on this Committee. .Information
on procedure for reporting such incidents will follow once the Committee
has met.
The forum, I hope, is only the first
step that the Law School students, deans
and faculty will take to address the problem of homophobia at GW Law School~
All students of the law school, regardless
of their race, religion, ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, or disability, should
have an equal opportunity to study the
law in an environment where they are
treated with respect.
:
Congratulations
to Brian' King,
Danielle Fidler, Gregory Kelch, and
Frank Vitolo for winning positions on
the Student Association, which is the
university-wide student government.
Thanksto all who wrote in theirnames so
that the Law School would be represented in the organization that provides
us with a significant amount of funding
for student activities'_:l,"'1.';·rfi,ii,,/",
The SBA is located in R60md02A.
Stockton and our phbnentim'b6r'is'994-' "
7150. Please feel free to stop b)/or call
to discuss apy questions or problems you ' '
, may have. 0
'
<

SIPLA News
by Yvonne Abbott
SIPLA will be holding elections the
week of March 25th. All SIPLA members are permitted to run for office and to
vote in the election. Information and
ballot forms will given to members the
week of March 18th. Self-nomination
forms will be accepted the week of
March 18th and will be due to Yvonne
Abbott (2LN). The DEADLINE for
nominations is Friday, March 22 at noon.
If you're a SIPLA member and don't
receive a nomination or ballot form,
please contact David Abraham (3LN) ..
Ballots are due on March 29th. The four
SIPLA positions for which you may run,
and their current holders are: President
(David Abraham, 3LN), Vice-President
(Fred Bailey, 3LN), Treasurer (Douglas
Luftman, 2LD), and Secretary (Yvonne
Abbott, 2LN); The President is ultimately responsible for the smooth operation of. the organization.
The
President's responsibilities range from,
choosing speakers & topics to acting
liaison to the-Law School Administration. The Vice-President assists the Presi-

as

-,-.'

dent, often handling the details of recruiting speakers. The Treasurer handles
the finances, including membership dues,
our SBA budget, and food & beverage
purchases for our receptions. The Secretary has responsibilities that include
membership recruitment,publicizing
meetings, compiling the upper class '.
Resume Digest, and writing bi-weekly
SIPLA News columns. 'Please feel, free
to contact any of the officers via their
folders should you haveany questions
regarding the positions.
On Tuesday, March 19th at 8 p.m.,
SIPLA will be sponsoring a program on
Multi-Media Law with an emphasis on
Intellectual Property Law. All interested students, including those without a
teclmical background, are encouraged to
attend. Speaking will be attorneys from
the firm Irella & Manella who will be
discussing their expanding multi-media
practice. Look for posters with more
information.
The Giles Rich Moot Inn of Court,
which is a mentoring opportunity in Intellectual Property Law, will have two
positions open for GW students for the
upcoming year. Those interested should
contact David Abraham (3LN). 0

and bar (future employers). Our alumnae are working in some of the most
prestigious criminal law offices including the D.C. Public Defender Service,
the Justice Department's Criminal Division, the Manhattan District Attorney's
Office, and the JAG Corps. Many other
graduates are working at top firms or
clerking for Federal or State judges.
Of equal importance is the service
that we provide to the Washington community. We represent indigent people
who often have nowhere else to turn for
help. So long as our university prides
itselfon being in the nation's capital; we
must be willing to support and help the
citizens of this city.
I highly recommend that anybody
who is interested in participating in LSIC
attend the Clinic Open House tomorrow
afternoon (Tuesday March 5).. LSIC
students and supervisors will be there to
describe our office and answer your questions. Even if you are not interested in
clinical work for yourself, I hope that
you will recognize the value that clinics
provide to theentire G.W. community
and continue to allocate the necessary
funds to keep LSIC alive. 0

By Beth R. Fisch
This year, I have been one of eight
G.W. students in the Criminal Division
of D.C. Law Students in Court. As a
court-appointed attorney, I represent clients in criminal misdemeanor andjuvenile cases. Whenever I am performing
defense work, judges, prosecutors, and
defense attorneys view me as a lawyer
rather than a third-year student. Their
expectations of me equal or surpass those
of other practicing attorneys.
Without question, the clinic has been
my most rewarding educational experience in law school. - In the past' few
months, I have written motions, attended
discovery conferences, represented my
client at hearings and arraignments, conducted investigations, and, of course,
prepared for trial. On two occasions, my
opposing counsel has complimented me
in open court. Law Students in Court
By Rachel Dickon
(LSIC) has enabled me to "graduate" a '
,SPRING AUCTION,UPCOMING
year early yet still benefit from the exEvery year, the EJF organizes a
traordinary supervision that I receive as
Spring Auction, the proceeds of which
a student.
go towards awarding grants to students
One would expect that such a remarkable program receives the full supworking without compensation for publie-interest employers. This year's aucport of this university. In fact, the only
tion will take place on March 28. EJF is
reason that G.W. is able to participate in
seeking volunteers and donation items.
LSIC is because students have voted to
.If you have time or an item to give,
allocate a portion of the $100,000 to
please contact Melissa Woods (IL) or
LSIC. Each year, this clinic is placed in
Amy Beckwith (IL). At the least, please
the disgraceful situation of having to
plan to join us for festive afternoon.
grovel in order to survive. Students in
The expected auctioneers will be Profesthe other Washington law schools-sors Turley, Sirulnik and Cheh.
Georgetown, Catholic, Howard, and
SUMMER GRANTS
American--are not forced into this pre.Information and applications for the
dicament. Ifwe do not receive funding,
we will be the only area school without "
EJF Summer Grant were distributed re. cently. Students who work without comthis clinic.
,
pensation for a public interest employer
Laterthis month, G.W. students will
during the summer are eligible to apply
once again be asked to vote on the distrifor the grant. Applicants must solicit five
bution of the $100,000. I write to urge
donation items for the Spring Auction,
your support. Clinics are absolutely
write an essay and have an offer of
essential to the continued success of our '
employment with a public interestemschool. Not only do they provide an
ployer, For more information, contact
incomparable learning experience, they
Melissa Woods or Amy Beckwith.
affect G.W .'s ability to recruit the finest
EJF TUTORING
law students and faculty. The quality
EJF has helped send volunteers to
and availability of clinical programs is
two different tutoring programs this seone criterion used to determine our ranking ..
mester. The Higher Achievement Pro- '
gram in Maryland will have approxi'George Washington University Law
mately 20 G. W. Law School tutors. The
School does not exist ina vacuum. When'
New Community After School Program,
I am representing my client ina courtthe Shaw area of D.C. will have about 10
room or a U.S. Attorney's office, I am a .
G.W. tutors. Interested students should
representative of my school. LSIC is
contact Kelly Wood. 0
well respected by members of the bench

EJF Notes
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LEGAL FEES from page I.
legal help. Under Superior-Court rules, a withdrawn
motion gives opponents an opportunity to seek legal fees
and costs incurred in defending the motion. The University, through its lawyer Yolanda R. Gallegos of Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, filed a motion for fees on September 27, 1995. It is now seeking $9,850.05 in fees, plus
$251.69 for xeroxing, phone calls and other costs.
In their opposition, filed November 27, 1995,'the
, .former: students claim, among other things, that they
have shown substantial justification for withdrawing
their motion for class certification; that the University
waited too long (3 months) after the motion was withdrawn to seek fees; that the fees claimed are unconscio- /
nably high; and thatthe Uni versity only wants attorney's
fees as a way to harass and intimidate them. ,
"It's absolutely vindictive," says Pare, "and without
regard to their public image."
The Law School Faculty Responds.
After the University decided to seek fees against
Pare and Garvin, Dean Jack Friedenthal and University
Counsel, Dennis Blumer,held a meeting with faculty
members. At the meeting, several.of the faculty voiced
opposition to the University's decision. Subsequently,
30 faculty members from a broad range of seniority and
specialties co-signed a.letter to President Trachtenberg
outlining the faculty's objections (please see accompanying box this page for complete text).
Trachtenberg responded to the faculty with a letter
and a self-styled "reflection," which were characterized
by several faculty members as respectful but "strange"
and "off the mark"(please see page 7 for complete text).
One faculty member describes Trachtenberg's "reflection" as "like a poorly written Cardozo opinion.'"
;,."Even.stranger.
many if not all of the facultywho
signed.the letter havebeen receiving from President
Trachtenberg a steady stream of articles and cartoons
about abuses of the litigation system: Professor Robert
Peroni, who is on Trachtenberg's mailing list for these
stories and cartoons, calls the practice "bizarre."
While Friedenthal has questioned why the' former
students should be treated differently' from any other
litigants" many faculty members feel that because the
students were not seeking any personal gain from their
suit, they should.not be sanctioned. Peroni. says, "The
whole reason you had this suit was the, outrageous
amount of funds taken from the Law School."
. Professor Charles Craver echoes this sentiment "I
think that the students acted in good faith and that it is
inappropriate for the school to impose a penalty on the
students for trying to improve the situationofthe school."
According to Professor Roger Schechter, the 'fact
that Garvin and Pare were students makes the matter an
"internal family squabble,"
",
which would be better solved within the University, .
rather than outside it.
-Even professorswho disagreed with tile lawsuit
think it is a bad idea to seek fees from Pare and Garvin.
Professor Lawrence .Mitchell says.,"] did think the
lawsuit was misguided, but theirintentions seemed to be
honorable," ',In· addition, Mitchell .says, '."Although,' I
understand at least some. of the President's motivation
I think compassion in victory isa good quality.csomething that I hope all my students learn."
"It looks mean-spirited." Says Peroni. He says this
perception couldsour the attitudes of current students
and recent "gradu3tes, upon .whom the University.will
eventually rely for donations, He says, "It seems like a
strange fundraising maneuver,'~..
'
.
.Pare says that he was sent a copy of at least one letter'
from an alumnus Saying that the University's attitude
.

,-

'

','.

towards these former students risks alienating alumni.
Pare says, "It's no secret that the school does not enjoy
great alumni support,and alienating them further isn't
going to help."
.
The plaintiffs become hopeful.
In December 1995, Judge Dorsey found that there
was no need for a motions hearing on the issue offees. ~

Pare says, "We consider that a good sign." Pare says he
feels that if Judge Dorsey were planning to award fees
and costs, the judge would not have waived oral argument on the issue. Moreover, says Pare, "the legal basis
for fees is virtually nonexistent, and the legal basis for
costs is sketchy."
0

Faculty Letter
January 10, 1996
President Steven J. Trachtenberg
The George Washington University
2121 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 70052
Re: Garvin, et al. v. The George Washington University

Dear President Trachtenberg:
We are writing to request that you withdraw the University's request for attorney's fees in connection with
plaintiffs' withdrawn class action certification motion in the above case.
.
, We understand the many reasons why the University might pursue such a request in the ordinary case. We
recognize that the administration wants to guard the financial resources of the institution, and that recovering
back funds spent on litigation where the law allows is one way to do that. We also appreciate that the University's
willingness to defend lawsuits vigorously and to seek all available remedies can serve as a deterrent to frivolous
suits in the future.
Notwithstanding those rationales, we believe this is an extraordinary situation. The student-plaintiffs acted
not to enrich themselves or to secure a private benefit, but rather out of a genuine and legitimate desire to improve
the .fortunes of.a constituent unit of the university. The, amount, of money at stake is relatively small and the
students themselves are no doubt judgment proof. Pursuing them for fees seems vindictive and mean-spirited
-- as if the University, having prevailed on the merits, is seeking to get in one last dig.
Moreover, further prosecution of this matter poses the risk of adverse publicity for the University and of
poisoning of alumni relations. The media have already focused on this matter in a way that is embarrassing to
G.W. Many current law students have expressed concern about the University's posture and stated outright that
as a consequence they will never contribute to the school. We believe that many ofthese negative consequences
can be reversed by the simple decision to withdraw the fee request. The University, by acting magnanimously
can recapture a great deal of good will in one easy gesture.
'
We know that, as a fellow lawyer, you have probably already weighed a number of these considerations.
We hope, however, that being made aware of our collective concerns will persuade you that a withdrawal of the
motion is in the best interests of the University and is the decent and proper thing to do. Thank you for your
consideration.
.
Respectfully,
Cheryl D. Block, Professor of Law
Thomas Buergenthal, Lobinger Professor of Comparative
Law and Jurisprudence
Paul Butler, Associate Professor of Law
Naomi Cahn, Associate Professor of Law
Mary M. Cheh, Professor of Law
Charles B. Craver, Professor of Law
Jeffrey S. Gutman, Visiting Associate Professor of Law
Laurent R. Hourcle, Associate Professor of Environmental
Law
Carol L. Izumi, Professor of Clinical Law
Gerald P. Johnston, Professor of Law
.
Ira C. .Lupu, Professor of Law
Joan S. Meier, Professor of Clinical La~i
Lawrence E. Mitchell, Professor of Law
Beth Nolan. Associate Professor of Law
William H. Painter, Rinehart Professor of Business Law
Robert J. Peroni, Professor of Law,
.
Todd D. Peterson, Associate Professor ofLaw

Peter Raven-Hansen, Professor of Law
,
David A. Reiser, Visiting Professor of Clinical Law
Arnold Wi.Rettze, Jr., Professor of Law
David Robinson, Jr., Professor of Law
Roger E. Schechter, Professor of Law
Nancy Shultz, Ass't Dean and Director, Legal Research
and Writing Program
Joshua I. Schwartz, Professor of Law
Jonathan Siegel, Associate Professor of Law
Eric S. Sirulnik; Professor of Law
John A. Spanogle, Jr., Professor of Law
James E. Storrs, Professor of Law-and of Forensic
Sciences
'
Robert W. Tuttle. Associate Professor of Law
Arthur E. Wi/marth, Jr.,. Associate Professor of Law
cc:Dean Jack Friedenthal
Dennis Blumer, Esq.
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Pres.' Trachtenberg's
letters continued:
.A Reflection on Garvin, et 0/.
vs. The George W~shington
University

To:
Cheryl D. Block '.
Thomas Buergenthal
Paul Butler
Naomi Cahn
MaryM. Cheh
Charles B. Craver
Jeffrey S. Gutman
Laurent R. Hourcle
Carol L. Izumi
Gerald P. Johnston
Ira C. LUPll
Joan S. Meier
Lawrence E. Mitchell
Beth Nolan
William H. Painter

Robert J. Peroni
Todd D. Peterson
. Peter Raven-Hansen
David A. Reiser
Arnold W Reitze, Jr.
David Robinson, Jr.
Roger E. Schechter
Nancy Schultz
Joshua I. Schwartz
Jonathan Siegel
Eric S. Sirulnik
. John A. Spanogle, Jr.
James E. Storrs
Robert W Tuttle
Arthur E. Wilmarth

Fr: Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
Re: Garvin, et. al. v. The George Washington University
Dear Colleagues:
I have in hand your good memorandum of January 10, requesting that the University desist from seeking
attorney's fees actually paid by the University in defending itself in connection with Garvin, et al. "v.\ The
George Washington, University.
.
I appreciate the courtesy of your petition and acknowledge it with gratitude. As you can imagine, this is
, .:,,':-not an issue which I myself have neglected to reflect upon. In your text you mention a few of the reasons why
... the University might pursue the initiative it has taken. Your arguments seem plausible, as far as they go. But
alas, you do not comment at any point on what I believe to be perhaps most consequential. That is to say, the
. obligation that we as teachers have to instruct students that actions have consequences; that lawyers are
expected to behave in responsible ways; that some behavior is arguably wrong. Inother words, the one thing
I find lacking in what is an otherwise helpful communication is any reference to the principles that I think go
to the heart of the matter.
The past few days, what with all the time the blizzard provided for quiet reflection, I spent a little while
on a meditation regarding the Garvin case. You ought not think the decisions made in Rice Hall are taken
lightly. While what I've prepared is still-- from my point of view -- a "draft," which is to say, I would continue
to work on it before I would conventionally publish it, I am going to share it with you privately at this point
because I want to give you a prompt and full reply. I hope that you'll find it of some personal or professional
interest and possibly better understand what informs my thinking.
But the bottom line to all this is that ~ had to write me at all. How much sounder it would have been
if Garvin and his two associates had taken a moment themselves to write an apology, to indicate some
contrition; to say that on reflection, whatever may have motivated them, they now see that they were wrong,
as the dean had told them at the outset they were; and that they now realize, given the opportunity they have
had to think about it, that they have, however inadvertently, injured their classmates, their Law School, and
their University; that they're sorry and if they could take it back, they would.
A simple, short letter of regret like that from the principals would be a good deal more persuasive than
anything I've seen from others to date. Don't you agree? I'd appreciate any help that any of you, acting
individually or together, might provide to bring this to pass.
I thank you for your concern.

Stephen Trachtenberg
P.S. In preparing my "meditation" I consulted others and sources. Two books that I found of particular
value were: The Betrayed Profession by Sol M. Linowitz, and The Lost Lawyer by Anthony T. Kronman. You
will, of course, know them both.

January, 1996.
The old Puritan preachers of New England often
prefaced their sermons" by announcing, "I name my
text," the text usually being one of the grimmer verses
from the Hebrew Bible. But the subject at hand now,
GW's motion to recover some legal costs against three
former students who unsuccessfully sued the University
.this last year over allocation offunds for the Law School,
is not the stuff of a sermon, but a reflection.
Today OW is finding itself questioned by a few
people on campus and offfor seeking to be held harmless
for legal fees of about $10,000 spent defending itself
from the three former law students. The argument runs,
more or less, that we are picking on them, that the
University, having prevailed, is a sore winner, and that
the students>- carrying debt from their educations and
earning comparatively small salaries - cannot deal with
the new burden we may add. I confess to being at a loss
to understand these arguments, save that they defend
passion at the expense of reason.
. From the outset, the University made every effort to
dissuade the "students" -- also known as plaintiffs from their suit. When the "students" went shopping for
legal representation, they were turned down by twelve
prominent firms in the' District, many of which would
arguably love to sue GW. The "students" proceeded
nevertheless. When they finally had their day in court,
their suit against GW was dismissed because it proved no
harm to them orotherlaw students. I do not know if they
were seduced, as Milton put it, by "Pleasing thoughts of
litigious terms, fat contention, and flowing fees," though
their complaint sought attorneys 'fees and "other relief."
I do know two things. First, they were counseled by their
law dean and by informed neutral parties that they had
no case. Second, they refused to understand from" the
beginning to the end of this process that actions have
consequences.
This is some of what we are obliged to teach in the'
Law School. If you sue, you may lose. If you lose, the
defendant may respond. It is not much ofadefense or an
excuse to say I wasn't expecting these consequences. It'
is at" best self-serving to characterize the unpleasant
outcome of one's own behavior as the act of a bully. To
argue that people of small means should be exemptfrom
facing up to the result of their acts suggests that only the
prosperous need to be responsible for themselves - a
reprehensible idea that only the wealthy should be
virtuous.
More simply stated, the arguments on behalf of the
students and against GW's suit relieve these former law
students and newly-minted lawyers of responsibility.
This strikes me as absurd. From the beginning, we
addressed the three strudents as adults and, most certainly, as people educated in the law and aware of how
it may work for and against them. We did not think of
them, or treat them; as children or incompetents. Yet,'
after the fact," it seems to me that their advocates would
like us to make the allowances we habitually make for
minor children and those too diminished to manage their
See,~~LE(;TI~I'lS
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own affairs.
There is more substance, however, in this case than
•perhaps our critics understand. I have been insisting that
actions have consequences. It is also true that inaction
has consequences. The Law School is in the business of
training responsible lawyers. We believe that these three
former students acted irresponsibly. 111atmay dismay
us, but it would be even more dismaying if we were to
ratify their irresponsibility by doing nothing at all. The
University's responsibility to itself and its students does
not stop short at the exit from the lecture hall. The way
the University behaves and, most certainly in respect to
its Law School and law students, responds to what it
understands as injustice or frivolous lawyering must
reflect what it teaches. To say that these students were
. young, foolish, or hot-headed and let the whole affair end
, at that is onl y patronizing -- and patronizing its students
is contemptible and never a function ofa university. I
maintain that inaction, forthis reason or any other, would
indict the University of academic sloth and moral cow- .
ardice.
Itmay seem histrionic to refer to this dispute in
. moral terms. I suppose we could say -- and in fact have
heard more or less these words -- that this is no more than
a family squabble. We should kiss and make up. Why
waste our time teaching these former students (former,
after all), a lesson?
GW is not trying to teach them a lesson -- though if
they learn one, it will be all to the good. The lesson is
moral and is intended for the instruction of our present
students everywhere in the University, for the faculty,
and for the administration. And for those not associated
withGW. It is a lesson for all Americans.
We teach our Jaw students that judging the merits of
a
before they accept and pursue itis a cognitive and
even moral act. We teach all our students that how they
acquit themselves in their lives-from their most banal
routine through their greatest crises, is a series of moral
acts. What we teach, we must practice. It is not "a waste'
of time" to teach that the law works in the service of
justice, so it is not a waste of time to use the law to seek .
justice. To teach justice through law, but then decline to
seek it is immorality by inaction and no less morally
spineless than patronizing our students' failures as mere
childishness.
The three former students, or their supporters, may
want to ignore the"consequences of their actions ...That
is understandable, given their circumstances, but not,1
think, praiseworthy or reasonable. The University.can-

case

not neglect in practice what it has endeavored to teach,
nor can it condone by inaction consequences which .
shame it and will rankle its conscience.
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
President

WORK from pagel.
ity (hours spent on the assignment compared to relative
difficulty), and attitude. In addition, the editor will make
, written comments that reflect, among other things, the
level of difficulty of the assignment.
A fewweeks before we select members on the basis
ofthe written competition, a committee will con vene to
review the written evaluations of the Research Associates. Each Research Associate will receive a score
between one and ten, and will be ranked from highest to
lowest. After each of the law journals completes its
membership selection in early August, we will extend
offers to a maximum of ten Research Associates (this
figure reflects a breakdown offive first year students and
five second year students). We will not extend any offers
to students who are members of any other publication.
Students should be advised that there are limitations
on this program. Participating students must live in the
D.C. Metropolitan area throughout the duration of the
program (Two factors make this requirement a necessity: I) Many, if not all, of the resources needed to
complete the assignment are located in The Environmen. tal Lawyer Office; and 2) Editors will need to work
closely with the Research Associates in order to assess
their strengths and weaknesses accurately). In addition,
to protect the integrity of the evaluation process, students will not be permitted to inspect their evaluation
sheets.
The Editorial Board of The Environmental Lawyer
believes that this new program wiU benefit all individu- .
als ~ho choose to participate. Students will receive an
opportunity to gain valuable research and writing expe- .
rience and will be able to reflect this credential on their
resume-prior to the. Fall Interviewing Program. In
addition, we will include the names of all Research
Associates ori the Masthead of the Fall Issue of The
Environmental Lawyer.
We look forward to everyone's active participation
in this new program, and if you have any questions,
please contact me at The Environmental Lawyer office'
(994-4144).0
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DemystifyingTenure
By Brian Coleman
Staff Writer '

The process by which law school
faculty is selected and retained undoubtedly causes confusion' among students.
When a professor's career at GW meets
some internally-imposed
roadblock,
without administrative explanation, student perceptions ofasecretive, Masonic,
perhaps elitist process are bound to arise.
There is also a confusing myriad of
distinctions between the many different
titles accorded to faculty members: from
specialists to research professors, clinicians to endowed chairs, visiting professors to tenure-track professors. In an
effort to sort out the muddle two proce, durescan be isolated and explained:
first,the appointment process, and second,the tenure process, :..,
The faculty appointments process
involves the selection and hiring of new
faculty members and is, without question, the more arduous and intensive of
the two processes. Selection of tenuretrack and tenured positions is driven
initially by the 100memberAppointments
Committee. The committee consists of
five tenured or tenure-track professors,
one clinician, and four student members
(though there is some confusion as to
whether the existing rules call for four
student members or only three). All
'faculty and student members of the committee are, elected annually, thus contributing to a process that is not quite the
same from one year to the next. '''We reinvent the wheel each year," notes the
current chair, Prof. Stephen Saltzburg,
who prefers a system by which membership is rotated, thus ensuring somedegree of continuity.
The student members, who playa
limited role, are selected through ap-,
pointment by the Student Bar Associa- '
tion. Elena Exacoustos 2L, a current
student member of the Appointments
Committee, says she obtained her position by responding to a flyer posted by
the SBA. Shewas then interviewed by
the SBADirector of Academic Affairs,
and later notified of her selection. The
SBA is in the process of selecting new
student members.
The names of potential hires are
obtained from several different sources.
A foremost means is through the Association of American
Law Schools
(AALS), which provides a quarterly'list.ing of approximately 1500 individuals
interested in, teaching positions. The
GW Law School also receives approximately 300- 400 write-in applications
annually." Faculty members are also
directly recruited through various suggestions and recommendations, many of
,whom are laterals hires from other law'
schools. ,GWmay also consider its cur'rent 'visiting professorsfor tenure-track
positions, altl.lOUgh--as Dean Friedenthal
notes -- there is no contractual guarantee

'

18 years at Virginia in which a committee recommendation was not followed,
in this regard. (Visiting professors are
in stark contrast to the independent judghired exclusively by the Dean, with ad-ment typically exercised by GW's law
vice from the faculty and/or outside
faculty.
sources, for a contractual period of one
The ballot is secret, and a two-thirds
or two years, typically.)
,
majority is required for an applicant to
The initial screening of applicants is
be deemed "qualified."
In the event
conducted by the faculty committee
more applicants are voted "qualified"
members. Once the pool is narrowed,
than there are positions available, a secdown, the preferred candidates are inond vote is held wherein the faculty
vited to interview with the committee,
ranks the applicants by order of preferincluding, the student members.
.The
ence, and only the top finishers are ofcommittee also attended the AALS Con- ,
fered positions.' Conversely, if fewer
vention, wherein prospective applicants
applicants are voted "qualified" than
meet with prospective employers. Acthere are positions available (or, if enough
cording to Saltzburg, the committee inqualified applicants decline their offers),
terviewed 44 applicantsat.themost rethe Dean generally fills the remaining
cent convention. Exacoustos noted that
positions with visiting professors. This
she had been told at the convention that
past recruiting season was an example of
GW was the only schoolthat permitted
the latter situation: for five available
,students to conduct such interviews. The
positions,the Appointments Committee
Appointment Committee's next step is
recommended seven candidates to the
to narrow down the pool of applicants to
faculty, which approved only three.
.those they wish to· invite to the Jaw
Included among the seven commitschool for a day, to include it presentatee-recommended applicants were two
tion to the entire faculty. The day also
visiting professors, Michael Selmi and
includes an independent meeting, with
Angela Davis, who sought tenure-track
the student committee members.
positions. The faculty approved Selmi,
,There is no formally-set. evaluation
but not Davis -- much to the consternacriteria. "All you need is a J.D.,"· astion of the committee, and its students in
serted Dean Friedenthal; later noting
particular. "We were permitted to give
~that perhaps even a J.D. might not be
presentations to the faculty, and they
necessary in some circumstances. Noneasked us a lot of questions," related
theless, among the evaluation criteria
i Exacoustos, who felt that despite the '
deemed most important by those interI vote, the student members
were given
viewed are law school attended, law
ample opportunity to express their sup-'
,school performance, scholarly publicaport of Davis.
tions, GW's specialty needs, and SuExacoustos stated that the student
preme Court clerkships. Both Saltzburg
committee members were particularly
and Bxacoustos noted their pleasant sursupportive of Davis. They felt that David,
prise on the degree to which, both stuand African-American female, brought
dents and faculty felt similarly on candidiversity to the faculty. Exacoustos emdates' qualifications .. "We agreed on
phasized, however, that the students felt
almost everything," said Saltzburg.
Davis was also qualified.
Do the votes of students on the
.Saltzburg and Exacoustos both feel
committee count? "They do when I'm
thatthe primary reason that Davis was
chair," said Saltzburg. "I believe that the
not voted to be qualified by the faculty
students will put in more effort if they
was her lack of scholarly achievement
_
- feel .that their opinion' matters."
(as generally evidenced through publiExacoustos agreed, adding that Saltzburg
cation of articles). Noting that scholar"definitely did a good job." Nonetheship is required to achieve tenure,
less, while the students could vote as to
Saltzburg observed that "some faculty
which candidates would .be invited to
members want applicants to front-loadpresent to the faculty, the students had no
on scholarship, while others are more
vote as to which candidates the commitwilling to take a risk" that the applicant
tee would ultimately recommend to the
will subsequently be able to produce
faculty following the presentations. Yet
competent scholarly work.
Exacoustos claimed that the students
The second of the two processes
'''didn't need it," given the general facalluded to previously -- the tenure pro. ulty-student consensus.
cess -- picks up where the appointments
Following
the
Appointment
process leaves off. Like appointments, a
Committee's recommendation, the matcommittee plays the initial role in the
ter is in the faculty's hands. The entire
process. In contrast to the Appointments.
faculty discusses the matter, but only
Committee, however, the role of the
those faculty members qualified to vote
Tenure and Promotions Committee is far
on that candidate may do so. (For ex- ,
more procedural
than substantive.
ample, only faculty members of tenureChaired by Prof. Roger Schechter and
track or, higher status may vote on a
comprised of five tenured, professors,
tenure-track candidate.) The faculty at '
one clinician, and four student members
.:GW Law has' a tradition of heavy in_ (also appointed by the SBA), the Tenure
volvement in such decisions; Saltzburg
and Promotions Committee operates prirecalls only one instance in his previous
marily to compile relevant data and pre-

pare a file regarding the faculty member
under review, to be presented to the
faculty as a whole for assessment.
The precise concept of tenure is the
frequent subject of misunderstanding.
"Tenure does not mean guaranteed lifetime employment," observed Schechter.
Rather, according to Schechter, tenure
.has two essential components: first, the
professor can only be fired with cause;
second, the determination of the existence of cause must be made by a dulyconstituted committee of the professor's
peers.
, Tenure review of a tenure-track professor is generally conductedafter four
years, pursuant to the terms of the
professor's contract. Sometimes review
is conducted sooner, and in no event may
six years may pass without consideration. Thus, the Tenure and Promotions
Committee coordinates professorreviews
as a matter of contractual course, rather
than at its own discretion or upon recommendation. Additionally, as Its name
suggests, the' Tenure and Promotions
Committee also coordinates the review
of professors who already have tenure,
for' promotion within the hierarchical
tenure structure. For example, the com- '
mittee coordinates the review of tenured
associate professors for full professorships.
'
The Tenure and Promotions Committee compiles its data in accordance
with criteria approved by-the "faculty.
,With respect to the granting oftenure,
the criteria consist primarily of the
professor's 1) teaching, 2) scholarship,
and to a lesser extent, 3) service,
Teaching competence is determined
mainly by student course evaluations,
peer reviews, and informal data-gathering. The responsibility for compiling
and presenting
the report on the
professor's teaching competence is accorded primarily to the student committee members, whose role is otherwise far
more limited than the students in the
Appointments Committee (reportedly
due to professor privacy considerations,
according to student member Beth Tisch
3L). Tisch says she and the other students on the committee polled students
who had taken the professor, and reviewed each ofthe student course evaluations on file at the library. "Students
should know that [the student course
evaluations] are taken into consideration,
so students should take them seriously,"
advised Tisch.
Scholarship is evaluated by the faculty committee members only. Reports
of the professor's published work are
prepared by in-house faculty member
reviewers, as well as by independent
outside reviewers in the professor's specialty.
Service consists of both cocurricular law school activities and extra-curricular community contributions.
Once the committee compiles the
report and presents it to the faculty, a
See APPOINTMENTS
page 11.
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majority 'vote by secret ballot of the
tenured faculty is required for tenure to
'be granted. The regulations provide that
no amount of teaching competence may
ever compensate for a lack of competence in scholarship,and vice versa; both
are required. Both Dean Friedenthal and
Professor Schechter agree that while faculty members hold widely divergent
views as to the relative importance of
teachingprowess and scholarly achievement, the faculty as a whole generally
deems scholarship to be more important.
Among faculty members, there is
relativel yminimal disagreement regarding the current system of appointments
and tenure. Dean Friedenthal reports
thatthe occasional musings Include suggestions that the committee members
should be appointed rather than elected,
that the appointment vote should be
majority rather than two-thirds, or that
the tenure vote should be two-thirds
rather than majority ..
, Somewhat more contentious is the
matter of the secret ballot: some believe
the voting should be 0i>en. Schechter
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prefers the secret ballot, fearing that one '
professor might hold another professor's
negative vote against her, and perhaps
retaliate, were voting to be open.
Friedenthal, however, suggests that the
openness of visible votes could be helpful, inducing faculty members to be thor, oughly prepared to consider the issues
and defend their positions. "Saltzburg
goes, further, suggesting that because
professors "bear a fiduciary responsibility to the votes we cast," open votes
increase professor accountability. Yet
both Friedenthal and Saltzburg express
trepidation in pushing their views on the
faculty, acknowledging that the current
policy is a product of the law school's
institutional atmosphere and tradition.
'Another issue that is salient, although not prone to disagreement within
the faculty, is post-tenure review. Many
university administrators -- notably GW,
President Stephen Joel Trachtenburg hold the view that even once granted
tenure, professors should be re-subjected
to tenure review on a periodic basis.
Facultyopposition to such apolicy, analo-
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gized by Professor Schechter as tantamount to the abolition of tenure, is uniform. Here Schechter cites, the widespread misunderstanding that tenure is
equivalent to guaranteed employment,
and contends that there are sufficient
guarantees in the current tenure system
to ensure that incompetent and otherwise undeserving professors are removed.

Research and
Writing
Teachers
-Endure Low
Pay, Little
Respect
By Theresa Fuentes
"

T~niple University Law School offers law
'.·students opportunities for summerstudy in

ATHENS
ROME
TErAVIV
or howj,boutspring in

,,''TOKYO?

Temple University Law School
International Programs
1719 North Broad Street, Room 710
Philadelphia, PA 19122
phone: (215) 204-8982 fax: (215) 204-1185
e-mail: INTL-Law@vm.Temple.edu

Staff Writer

'According to Nancy Schultz, Director of the Legal Research & Writing
Program at the Law School, legal research and writing teachers receive the
brunt of. first year student complaints.
~'This ispnl y natural," says Ms, Schultz,
"because the legal writing teachers are
, the first to give work to the students on a
regular basis and are the first to give any
, kind offeedback. These things add to the
stress of being a first year law student."
,GW Law has 41 legal research and
writing sections which are taught, by
adjunct lawyers. The course is not graded,
but students can receive an honors, pass,
low" pass .or fail. .According to Ms.
Schultz, GW is in the minority when it
comes to treatment of the legal research
_ and writing 'program. Approximately
three-quarters of the schools in the country have formal classes which are graded
and taught by regular members of the
faculty. However, GW is in good company, The other quarter consists of
mainly upper echelonschoolswhich,
according to Ms., Schultz, "don't take
legal writing seriously because they know
their students will get jobs regardless."
This is unfortunate says Ms. Schultz
because the "number one complaint from
em ployers is that law students can't write
or communicate effectively." ,
,
jennifer Lear; alegal writing ad, junct agrees. According to Ms. Lear,
"Once you start practicing law, you easily forget the substantive information
you learned in your other courses but you
always have to be good at writing and
speaking clearly and effectively." Both
Ms. Schultz and Ms. Lear encourage the
law school and the students to take legal

research and writing seriously.
Although a grading system might
help everybody to take the course more
seriously, the faculty at GW is adamantly opposed to it. According to Ms.
Schultz, a major reason the legal research and writing classes are not graded
is because there is no objective standard
for evaluating writing and because the
sections are so small there will be a huge
grade disparity. Also, there is a lack of
trust in adjuncts by some members of the
faculty and administration.
According to Nancy Schultz, the
school looks to hire adjuncts who have
excellent writing and communication
skills and are committed to teaching the
students the skills needed to be a good
lawyer.
At a salary of $1,000 per semester,
commitment is almost a prerequisite to.
the job. Jennifer Lear is an example of
this commitment. Ms. Lear is a lawyer
who has been in private practice for four
years. She teaches the course because
"law schools don't do enough for the
students. Iwant to share my knowledge
and experience with the students and
show them how important it is to be
effective and persuasive writers." Ms.
Lear, herself a GW law graduate, said
that her positive experience in the first
year legal research and writing course
engendered her desire to help other students get the same positive experience.
According to Ms. Schultz, adjuncts
have to be practicing law for at least one
year and prior teaching experience is
preferred. Some of the third year dean's
fellows return to teach as adjuncts after
'they start practicing law. Dean's fellows are third, year students, who are
selected from a pool of applicants to
teach first year students the mechanics of
legal research. Dean's fellows are not
paid but receive two credits a semester
.for the two semester course.
Ms. Schultz advises that she selects '
dean's fellows in almost the same manner as she selects adjuncts. According to
Ms. Schultz, dean's fellows who want
the job "solely as a resume plum will not '.
get it.", Grades and law review membership are not prerequisites for the job, says
Ms. Schultz, but commitment and good
communication skills are.
Matthew Cohen's experience as a
dean's fellow this year has been positive.
As adean'sfellow,Mr. Cohen was look,ing to "take the opportunity to pass on his
experience, to learn a1ot,to meet 12 new
.people and to share in the success, disappointment and trauma that the first year
has to offer." For Mr. Cohen, the experience has been everything he thought it
would be. "I, got, as much out of the
experience as Ihope my students got out
" ofit" says Mr. Cohen. Mr. Cohenwould
be interested in coming back to the school
to teach as an adjunet. Hismotivationfor
doing so "is not.to make money, it is to
.jeach and in that process,,~,learn.", Cl
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Clinic:sAnnounce Open House
.

,

The Community Legal Clinics will be hostingan
openhotise on TuesdayrMarchSthfrom 4:00 to 6:00
p.M. In room L-301 to be followed by a reception in
room L-40 1. This is an opportunity for students to learn
more aboutthe school's excellent clinical program: All
students are welcome. Refreshments will be available.
Clinical faculty and students in the various clinics will
be on hand to answer questions about their programs.
Full descriptions of all the clinical offerings available for next year's second and third year students will
also be distributed as part of this 'spring's registration.
materials. The following is a list of the clinics and what
they do:
.. '"
.
Administrative Advocacy Clinic (Law 632) .
Students interview, counsel,and represent indigent
•and elderly clients pursuing their rights and benefits
before various local' and federal agencies. Students
advocate on behalf of clients in cases concerning Social
Securityretirementanddi~bility,foodstamps,
Veteran's
disability claims, unemployment compensati~n and other
public benefits/and diaf't,Willsand Powers of Attorney.
Students may also participate in selected litigation and
law reform projects. Students enrolled in Administrative
Advocacy may request placement with the Health Insurance Counselling' Project (H.I.C.P,), which 'provides
'legal Services toolder nc, residents on-Medicare,
Medicaid and other health insurance matters. This clinic
is offered on a two hour HrP, LP, orNe basis. Students
must participate inaweekly seminar (Wednesday, 3:105:00 p.m.) , For further information, contact Charlie
Masner or Jeff Gutman at 994-7463; or Sue Anderson at

counseling program, development of a system for do~u- ,
menting complaints about the police, and work WIth
battered worn ens 'shelters. Through their simultaneous
work on individual cases and larger system reform
iss~es, students learn about the social context oflaw, and
develop a broader vision of their role as lawyers who can
seekto improve the system 's response to a major social
ptoblem. This Clinic also emphasizes an interdiscipli· nary approach to understanding domestic violenc~ ~d
working with clients, with the assistance of a clinical
psychologist and expert witness, who consults on cases
and participates in the seminar.
The required 2-hour seminar focuses on the law and
psychology of domestic violence. the development of
lawyering skills, and lawyering for social change. Students should plan to devote approximately 16 hours per
week to this Clinic. The Clinic is open to third-year
students with permission of the professor. Pre-requisites
;are Evidence, Civil and Criminal Procedure; Trial Advocacy is recommended. .The seminar meets on Tuesday; '3: 10.;5:00 p.m.i.Applicants must fill out a written
·application and meet with Professor Meier. For further
information, contact Professor Meier at 994-7463. ~:,
'", Consumer
Mediation
·Clinic
". (Law: 620)
The Consumer Mediation Clinic is the oldest law school
,mediation program inthe country and provides students
with a. unique opportunity to help local consumers
·resolve ongoing disputes without court action. Resi·'dents of the greaterD.C. metropolitan area, including the
Maryland and Virginia suburbs, may call the Clinic's
"hotline" to receive free assistance.
The Mediation
676-3900 (H.I.C.P .):
Clinic is open to second- and third-year students (first, Civil Litigation Clinic (Law 624)
year students-may participate during the summer of their
.:Low-income clients needing representation in the
first year) arid may be taken for 20r 3 credits. The Clinic
D.C. Court system rely on the services provided by the
is graded on an H; P, LP, and NC basis. Students must
Civil and Family Litigation Clinic. The program is open
fulfill four hours of'clinicwork per credit hour each week
only to third year students who must commirthemselves
'.which includes amandatory 2 hour seminar and present
to participating for both the fall and spring semesters. A .
a brief paper analyzing one of their cases.
minimum of sixteen hours per week must be devoted to
Students in the Mediation Clinic act as neutral third
the course, and a grade for eight credits.will be awarded
parties who assistconsumers and businesses in resolving
'at the end ofthe academic year. .Court-certified students
disputes by negotiating mutually agreeable settlements.
gain substantial experience in interviewing and counsel;,Students perform case intake, provide information and
ling clients, drafting pleadings; developing discovery,
.referrals, and mediate assigned cases involving a variety
preparing, cases for trial.rconducting: examinations, of
'of consumer issues (debt collection; credit problems,
witnesses and arguing cases under the close supervision
defective goods and services, home improvement con'of the Clinic attorney. 'Many types of family cases are
:tracts; etc.). Students develop and apply creative prob. handled (divorce; custody, child support and alimony),
lem sol ving teclmiques as well as study local and federal
well as 'variety 'ofother matters including Civil
consumer laws. Students work under the guidance of a
Division and Small Claims cases. Prospective third year
·supervising attorney with the help of more experienced
'students 'who apply for the Clinic must submit a written
student directors who also provide administrative supapplication and speak with the supervisor. For further
port. ,',Permission of the, instructor is required prior to
information.contact Joan Strand at 994-7463. A weekly
registration. Interested students should contact Carol
seminar isheld Wednesdays, 3:10-5:00 p.m. Prerequi. Izumi at 994-7463 for more information and to sign up.
sites are Criminal Law, Evidence and Civil and Criminal
Aweekly seminaris held Wednesdays, 3: 10-5:00 p.m.
Procedure; Trial Advocacy is strongly recommended.
Immigration Clinic (Law 630)
Clinic enrollment is limited to ten students. '
This clinic represents indigent clients from all over
Domestic Violence Clinic (Law 628)
theworld. Of the six major law schools in the D.C. area,
The Domestic Violence Clinic offers students expeonly O.W, has an immigration clinic. Consequently, we "
rience with lawyering for social change while providing
are referred many interesting cases. We 'get calls from
needed representation to victims of domestic violence.
Immigration Judges, INS attorneys, St. Elizabeth's menUnder faculty supervision,students represent battered
tal hospital, the UN High Commissioner on Refugees,
omen seeking protection orders and enforcing such
and pri vate attorneys, asking us to take over and assist on
, w ders in contempt proceedings. Students interview and
cases in deportation hearings.
or
, '.
d
d
un sel clients, draft pleadings an prepare an try cases
Recent. victories included grants of asylum for
co the D.c:Superior Co~rt"
rt-Most
students
narti "
in
Most stu
ents participate
in
individuals from every imaginable hot spot in the world.
more trialsdunng
the year. Students also
We also represent clients who have been convicted of
one ..or ateinnon~htlgatlon
',...
'" communi itvnroi
yproJec t"s see k criminal offenses and are being deported because of it.
PartlCIP
.,' sresponse to domesti
.' to improve the, community
omestic
The minimum level of work for the course is ten
I~g
Such projects have included development of
. ,hours per week for two credits. The course may be taken
VIolence.
at ad cacy program for battere dwomen
women iIIIt h e OW
for up to 4 credits on an H, P, LP, and NC basis. There
aleg
vODepartment astudyoftheCourt'sbatterers'
is
a prerequisite, Immigration Law, 360, and permission
Emergency
,
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"

related injuries and who are seeking recovery of dam. ages in trial and appellate proceedings before the United
States Court of Federal Claims. A weekly two-hour
seminar is held on Thursdays, 3:10-5:00 p.m. This
seminar focuses on multi-disciplinary (medicalllegal)
training in vaccine injury issues, and in lawyering skills,
such as client interviewing and counselling, cross-examination of medical experts, and effective use of
medical reports. Leading experts in the vaccine area will .
speak on a variety of issues. Students will also evaluate'
the Claims Court's program as a model for tort reform.
This clinic is a four-credit graded course. Students
must devote approximately 18 hours per week, and
participate in both the fall and spring semesters. Open
to second and third year students with the permission of
the instructor. Only students who have successfully
completed Law 232 (evidence) will be eligible to.represent petitioners on appeal to the Court of Federal Claims.
, For further information, contact Peter Meyers at 9947463.
The Outside Placement Program
The Outside Placement Program, provides students
with the opportunity to receive academic credit for
unpaid work which they do in public interest, government and non-profit organizations.
There are numerous listings of internship opportunities which have been' pre-approved, copies of which
are available in binders outside of Professor Alice Sullivan
Fitzgerald's office, (2000 G Street, B02).However, all
.students must see Professor Fitzgerald, Director of Outside'""Placemefit before -making a commitment to. an
"internship which has not been pre-approved, Professor
Fitzgerald wiUthencontaet the placement supervisor to
'formally arrange the tennsofthe placement. This allows
,the Director to explain to the field supervisor the obiec"tivesand'requirements of the program and to invite the
'fieldsupervisorto contact her at any time during the
semester if the supervisor has questions or. concerns.
Once a student has a commitment from a placement, hel
she should then follow the procedures outlined in the
Outside Placement packet entitled "StatementofObjectives for Outside Placement," which also is available
outside of Professor Fitzgerald's office.
Students will be required at the time of registration
to sign up for three mandatory class sessions oftwo hours
each. The colloquia will be divided into sections which
are clustered by-the nature of the placement, the place- .
ment sections for the fall being: Clerkships; Public
Interest; JusticelUS Attorney (Civil); JusticelUS AttorneylPDS (Criminal) and Agency, Misc. Each section of
the colloquia will be taught by a team of three regular
Law School faculty members who have the professional
background and expertise appropriate to a particular,
section. The faculty members will address ethical or
legal issues which arise or are likely to arise in the
students' placements and the students will be invited to
raise any concerns which they may have about their
placements or their supervisors. .Attendance at the
colloquia sessions is mandatory. Becausemost students
do not establish internships until the beginning of any
given semester, the student may have to register for one
of the colloquia sections during the' drop/add period,
which is the first two weeks of classes.
The Outside Placement Program provides students
the opportunity to gain practical legal experience .and
apply substantive knowledge in an institutional setting.
Students are allowed to recei ve eight (8) credits for their
..
internships oyer their law school careers, with. a maxi-
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mum of four (4) credits in any given semester.
For further information on internships or the internships program please attend the Community Legal Clinic
open house on March 5th 4:00-6:00 p.m. or meet with
Professor Alice Sullivan Fitzgerald(x47463) at another
time.

Panel Discusses Pro
Bono Opportunities
•

•

,>,

By Alberto Rivera-Fournier
.. StaffWriler

For those of you worried that landing a law finn job
after law school will translate into a great sucking sound
of thesoul, there is hope.
On Thursday, February 29. the Equal Justice Foundation organized a seminar discussion on how to make
a commitment to pro bono work without losing ground
on the partnership track. The seminar was led by GW
Law School graduates Susan Hoffman '('79),. Public
Service Counsel at Crowell & Moring, and KattiaGarrett
.. ('87) of Kator,Scott&Heller.
a small employment
discrimination finn. Joining them was Walter Smith,
Supervising Partner of Hogan & Hartson's Community
Services Department.
.
.
Hoffinan started off the panel discussion by recog. nizing that for some students, especially those saddled
with debt and facing a competitive market in public
service.a law firm job is almost dictated by financial
forces. However, she said, this does not mean that your
passion for public service has to stop at the office door.
"Large and medium-sized finnsusually have some sort
of organized pro bono program for their attorneys,"
Hoffinan said, pointing out that her sole duty at Crowell
, & Moring is to uge.t everyattorney.involved in pro bono
,.matters," -Shecalculates spending Il3 of her work time
'
dealing directly with pro bono matters and the 213of her
time taking in pro bono matters for finn attorneys.
"A student interested in doing pro bono work at a
firm should focus onfindlng out what kind of commitment the finn has made to public service and in which
...areas the finn specializes in, if any," Hoffinan said. The
student shouldaska firm about its pro bono ac.tivities
once he is fairly positive that a firm is considering him'
. for placement. Although a lot of firms hype up their pro
bono work in books such as NAPIL's legal employment
bible, Hoffman suggested that students consider the
following questions in approaching their search ofa finn"
involved in pro bono matters:
Does the firm have an established pro bono program
and, if so, how is it structured, e.g., run by committee, .
. etc.?
* How many attorneysor partners participate in the
program?
* Are there any special requirements to participate?
For example, can corporate lawyers handle domestic
Violence or child custody cases?
* Does the firm have a policy that penn its a certain
amount of pro bono hours to be' counted as billable
hours? .
* Are there certain areas in which the law firm does
.not involve itself because of philosophical differences
with some of the aspects of the work, e.g., no abortion
work or death penalty cases?
This is fine and dandy for large employers who-have'
the resources to set up such programs and who relish
them. But you may ask; what if you find yourself in a
tough job market and the finn that offers you a job does
not have an organized pro bono program, but is not
opposed to the idea of pro bono work? Hoffin~ suggests
that you consider trying "to make pro bono work part of

a.
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the business plan of the law finn." Inother words, try to
find pro bono clients that are in some area of the law thai
.the law finn has no real expertise in, but that can develop
to be a growing part of the law finn's practice. The idea
is to develop the expertise, do some. good work and
expand the horizons and, hopefully, the,coffe~ of the
law finn in the long run.
Hoffinan cautioned, however, that in setting out in
this venture you should always check "for any conflict
of interests inrepresenting clients" and ascertain whether
taking a high profile case may strain client relations who
may not be very happy with an adverse precedent for
their interests. "For example, if you were to take a case
on employment or labor law you should make sure that
if you represent a large company in the same area of the
law to be careful in establishing adverse precedent for
your client," Hoffinan noted.
Still, the question of billable hours remains. Some
firms count pro bono work towards billable hours.
Others don't. If you find yourselfin the latter position,
you can still find good work to do. Just make it
manageable, Hoffinan says. Hoffinan suggests "taking
projects that are fairly concise, which usually won't take
more than 40 hours," Usually, a list of projects from
nonprofit legal finns will suggest the amount of time a
project should take, she said. She gave the example of
estate planning for.AIDS patients that her law finn does
as manageable pro bono work.
Hogan & Hartson's Smith, whose finn has done
high impact pro bono work such as last year's Denny's
class action suit, said that a pro bono program is good for
large law firms as institutions. "It's good publicity, it
enhances the finn's good will and it enableslawyers,
especially .new associates, to get hands-on experience
that they otherwise would not get," Smith said. He
specially noted the ABA's Law Firm Pro Bono Challenge, through which a number of large .law firms have
committed to devote either 3 or 5 percent of their total
.billable hours to pro bono work.
'
Smith suggested that students interested in pro bono
recognize "that large law firms, such as. Hogan &
Hartson, are essentially profit-making institutions" that
,at the same time can "command resources that public
interests organizations cannot marshall in high impact
cases." He remarked that about?5 Hogan & Hartson
attorneys were involved in the Denny's class action suit.
In' addition, Smith said that about 72% of summer ;
associates' work time last summer was spent on pro bono
matters, responding to the worry of one student who was '
unclear as to the prospects of doing pro bono work as a
summer associate.
Garrett, on the other hand, whose firm has made the
jump "to small firm" with 14 attorneys, cautioned that
there's no such thing as a "pro bono program" at small
firms. "If the bottom line is the worryoflarge law firms,
it is the credo of small firms," she said. She noted,
however, that Kator, Scott & Heller specializes in employment discrimination from the Plaintiff's side, not
exactly where the big bucks are .': However, she counseled students who are looking for work with small law
firms to get to know the business of the firm and to find
. out what the interests of that firm are.
"With creativity, perseverance and moderation you
can do pro bono work at a small law finn," Garrett said.
Because the bottom line isso important at small law
firms, you may haveto work on cases that allow you to
• '!get attorney's fees if you win," She also suggested local
courts that have pro bono panels that offer compensation
for taking on a case. Garrett also noted that pro bono
cases can be found by contacting local nonprofit legal
.firms and organizations such as the Washington Council
of Lawyers, which promotes the practice of pro bono
.work in the W ashingtonarea.a
.
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getting fired, even en masse, is nothing
new. No responsible business entity can
The Advocate is asking both Demopromise its employees jobs for life. Comcrats and Republicans to address the
petition is too stiff for that.It' s a price we
issues that will matter to the voters and
pay in order to enjoy the fruits of a free
politicians in this year of national elecmarket society. The problem-s-and the
tion. One issue per edition will be prereason corporations deserve the public'
sented to the Democratic and Republi. bashing they are taking-s-Is not because
can law student associations. Their reof what is happening, but because of how
sponses are limited to 500 words and will
it is happening. Too many corporations
be cut off at that point. This weeks's
are allowing a huge gap to exist in their
issue is: corporate responsibility.
treatment of upper management versus
the factory workers. If a corporation
makes record profits, the factory workTHE REPUBLICANS
ers often don't see any of that money,
By Ed Lustig
while the upper management do. And at
Republican Student Lawyers Assothe same time, when a corporation is in
ciation
trouble the upper management goes unYou are a factory worker for a big
scathed while thousands offactory workcorporation. After giving 20 years of
ers are laid off Americans intuitively
your life to the corporation, you (along
understand that this situation is wrong.
with 30,000 others) are abruptly fired.
Corporations need to start sharing
Your white collar bosses in turn receive
the benefits of success and the burdens of
huge bonuses because the massi ve
failure more equitably with all of their
"downsizing" caused the corporation's
employees---not just the ones at the top.
stock to skyrocket. The rich guys at the
You might wonder: why in the world
corporation just got richer at your exshould a corporation willingly reform
pense. Multiply that 'scenario over and
itselflike this? The reason is simple and
over and it's not hard to understand why
compelling (and explains why no. gov- .
Pat Buchanan is doing so well bashing
emment action is needed): it's intheir
Corporate America. Howevermisguided
best interests. As an employer, you can't
Buchanan's economic proposals might
put a price tag on having a work .force
be, the appeal of his message about
that knows ifit works hard, it will get its
corporate greed is undeniable. EvenSenajust reward. But as long as corporations
tor Ted Kennedy has gotten into the act
~ontinue to allo~ the unjustified disparby proposing tax incentives and disin.'.~ Ity.betwe~n their f~ctory ~orkers and
centives so that corporations ,:wilt do,,->. r t'le!rS~.q,s. th~:r~IIc c?nt!~u~.~9 get-....r,;:;'
everything possible not tolay off their
-and d~serve-:--the public bashmg they
workers. All of which begs the question: .
are taking. 0
do corporations have a responsibility,'-;,:!:
moral' or otherwise, to look after their
workers?
Itrshort, the answer is no .. People

THltOEMOCRATS

"'""jority

The Democrats chose not to lUtdress
this issue. 0

The Funniest Show in America
Thomas S. Threlkeld
SportslEntertainment

Editor

Forget "The Simpsons." Forget c
"Frasier." Forget the entire NBC Thursday night lineup. The funniest show in
America is the Republican Presidential
primaries. Funny and malodorous.
So-called GOP front-runner Senator Robert Dole has stumbled around the
country in a fog, mangling his sentences,
randomly replacing senior campaign
staffers, and pandering to the less-respectable factions of his party.Meanwhile, television commentator Patrick
Buchanan has energized. the. far rightwing of the party by creating a peculiar .
coalition of cultural reactionaries, gun
fanatics, Bible-thumpers, ..and anxious
blue collar workers worried about their
future. Malcolm' "Steve" Forbes Jr. is
spending his way to legitimacy by evis- "
cerating his Republican rivals with television advertisements. Worst of all, that
stuffed plaid shirt, Lamar Alexander,
easily the phoniest human being in the

Western Hemisphere.rrefuses
to crawl
back into the Tennessee swamp he.
emerged from. '
'.
"
.
.
Senator Dole's inadequacies are
unsurprising. After all,his
1980 and
1988 campaigns .for the GOP nomination were marked by amateurish bungling 'and 'early' panic. However, Mr.
Buchanan's success in New Hampshire
and his strong showings elsewhere reflect a profound sickness in the GOP. A
mati who is clearly unqualified and tem.peramentally unsuited to be President of
the United States ofAmenca couldcon~'
ceivably win the party's nomination. At
the very least, Mr. Bucharian will go the
party convention in San Diego in August
with a bucket full of delegates and the
right to playa major part in the fashioning ofthepartyplatform
that the even- ,
tual nominee will run on in the general
election.
The Republican Establishment is in
a panic. Few people actually believe that
Mr. Buchanan will win the nomination,

-
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but the prospect ofhim playing an even
bigger role in the 1996 convention than
he did at the 1992 convention is sending
shi vers down a few conservative spines.
The most nauseating part of all this is
thatthe Republicans are acting as if they
do not know where Mr. Buchanan came'
from -.They would have us believe that
Mr. Buchanan is not a real Republican
and has nothing in common with the
"mainstream" part of the party. Don't
you believe it!
Mr. Buchanan's increasingly hysterical appeals to gun owners are the
natural extension of the GOP's unconditional surrender to the National Rifle
Association (NRA) and the even-more
.extreme Gun Owners of America (GOA).
All of the major GOP candidates have
pledged to repeal the' ban on sale of
certain types of assault rifles. In addition, they have all vowed to work with
the NRA on the rest ofits agenda, which
includes the legalization ofarmor-piercing bullets and plastic handguns (to get
through those irksome metal detectors).
Mr. Buchanan's overt appeals to
racial solidarity are the natural extension
of the GOP "Southern' Strategy;'! The
1968 Kevin Phillips book "The Coming
Republican Majority" outlined the GOP
strategy for dominating American politics. Itgoes like this: polarize the country
along racial lines by running on what the .
late Lee Atwater called "wedge issues."
Then identify the party with the white
major;ity, on: all of these-issues. Then ';c·;'
wage elections on these wedge issues.
Since whites are the overwhelming ma-.
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animosity the GOP expresses for the
United Nations and its tragically-named
Secretary General, Boutros- Boutros
Ghali, has prompted Mr. Buchanan to
shriek at every campaign rally about the
dangers of the "New World Order."
AnimportantpartofMr. Buchanan's
.support are people I call The Black HelicopterCrowd. These people are armed
to the teeth because they believe that
there is a conspiracy between the United
Nations and liberal pinko commie homos in America to take away their rocketlaunchers. This is to be accomplished
with the help of foreign troops (usually
Russian) who will swoop down in black
helicopters to attack God-fearing Americans in their homes. The Republican
Establishment
has welcomed these
people to the fold, hoping to win their
votes and establish themselves as the
majorityparty. ButtheGOPcannotcount
on these voters and then disregard their
profane views. By appealing to the most
unappealing parts of this great country,
the GOP has allowed a know-nothing
fringe to play kingmaker in the party.
Initially, Senator Dole responded to Mr.
Buchanan's success by branding him for
what he is, an extremist. But even that
small amount of courage has fled and the
GOP has ended that line of attack so as to
avoid offending Mr. Buchanan's offensive supporters.
So what sort of party is the GOP to
be?Youcanjudgearnanbythecompany
he keeps. The Republicans are keeping
pretty shabby company these days. Even
if Mr. Buchanan does not win another

in' this country; the GOP wins
primary, he will be a major force in the
elections. The. Republicans have spent
GOP because the party does not believe
years telling the working people of this
' it can defeat President Clinton without
countrythattheyarelosingtheirjobsnot
the'
wild-eyed
or
misguided
to mechanization or global competition,
. Buchaaanites. What price victory?'
'but to affirmative action and racial quoMr. Buchanan and, hissupporters
tas. Unfortunately, this pernicious falsedid not pop out of the ether. His supporthood bas not been effectively blunted by,
ers
against affirmative action.sneaky
the Democrat~:' '-:."
.. .
. •• .. . ..
Mexicans, liberated women, and. now
. Mr. Buctuulan has combin~d his
..corporations. The attacks on corporate
raw racial appeals with calls forprotec"' "chainsaw .Iayoffs worry.' the GOP
tionism. Republican protestations to the
overlords the most because. the party
contrary, there is a Ionghistory ofRe-: .relies on the financial support of'corpopublican protectionism. Duringthe flrst
; 'rations arid Wall Street. But Buchanan's
half of the 20th centurY, the GOP wasthe
supporterscare nothing for those people.
party Of; high 'tariffs, .Presidents
:.';'They are fearful of Speaker Gingrich's
McKinley,
Theodore
Roosevelt,
"third wave" economy and outraged by
Coolidge, and Hoover were allprotec .. ,the
economic darwinism of the Republitionists. The Smoot-Ha~ley Tariff Act.
. can Congress: Mr. Buchanan and his
"wasaRepU~licaD'pieceof
legislation'>"
supporters were virtually invented by
Despite: Ronald Reagan's free-trade <
.the Republican Establishment. Now,their
. rhetoric, he' signed,more. protectionist,
frightful monst~rhas turned on them.
legislation than anyt\meQcan president
' .,The. Republican appeals to racial
since World War Two. ' -,' . "'animosity,
nativiSm, gun paranoia, and
'. Thepreposterous
isolationism Mr.
their indifference to the awful conseBuchanan espouses also has deep roots .
quence of corporate layoffs is almost
in the . GOP. Robert Taft· and Bob.
criminal. The weed of crime bears bitter
lafollette were both pr~minent Repubfruit. The GOP EStablishment is finding ,
Hcan champions
of an isolationist
a Buchanan candidacy a pill toO bitter to
America. Without the menacing threat
swallow. So be it. You reap what you
of aggressive communism, isolation is
sow. The GOP has SOWIl
Vile weed.
growing in the GOP. Thecartoonish
Theysltallreapa~ainfulharyest.
0
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